
Dear Oak Class, 

How was yesterday guys? I have no doubt you’re all doing great! Keep being awesome – Love Mr N x 

Wednesday 6th May 2020 

 

Handwriting 
 Common 

Exception 
Words 
 

Here are some of our common exception words. Have a go at writing each 
one twice for me. 

 was 
 is 
 his 
 has 
 I 
 you 
 no 
 we 
 she 
 me 

 
Maths 

 Magic 5  
 

 Count 
backwards 
from 100. 

 
 Flashback 4 

 
 10 times 

tables 
 

 

Your Magic 5 is below. 
 
Wednesday’s are the days we count backwards from 100. We always like 
doing our actions too, so why don’t you have a go at doing some counting 
backwards this time? (Use the 100 square to help you count with your 
numbers if you’re not sure) 
 
Flashback 4 Day 2 is below. Can you get all four? 
 
 
How did yesterday’s adding go? I hope it wasn’t too confusing and that the 
instructions I gave were also clear enough to follow! I want to carry on with 
the same theme today, adding through partitioning but today there will be 5 
questions. As Thursday arrives, we’ll start to set the “Choose your challenge” 
again so that anyone who is feeling confident can go on to do this too. 
 
I also thought, for anyone who didn’t quite grasp this approach, that this 
alternative might work. It is exactly the same approach, but it has more of a 
pictorial approach and might support the independent counting and general 
independent solving. 
 
See my example below to support. 
 
 



 



Phonics 
 Real and 

Alien word 
reading 

I have sent home some sound mats for our purple and pink sounds. (Phase 3 
and 5a) – have a go at saying each of those sounds. Can you get them all 
correct? 
 
Today’s challenge is to read the real and alien words for the alternate ‘o’. 
How many real and how many alien? Don’t forget to sound them all out 
anyway and use your reading skills to think of whether they’re real or not. 
 

Dough Disco 
 

Around now we would normally do some dough disco! Why don’t you teach 
mum or dad how to do it? Choose whichever funky song you like! 
These are some of our moves. 

 Sphere 
 Sausage 
 Tiger 
 Milk-shake 
 Squeeze from hand to hand 
 Round the world 
 Through the legs 
 Squash – up, down, behind the head 
 Flat pancake – ABC  
 Flower 
 Hedgehog 
 Granny shark 
 Make a rose 

 
English 
 

 Plan items we 
would like in 
our picnic 
basket. 

 
 Write our 

items in a 
sentence, 
using 
commas in a 
list. 

Thank you so much for your wonderful ideas to help protect Mr Grinling’s 
lunch! Yesterday you would have written a letter or a postcard to Mr G to 
share your ideas and words of wisdom. I would love to see them if your child 
would like to share them.  
 
Today, I would like you to think of what you would put into your picnic 
basket if you were Mr Grinling.  
Consider: 

 What would you want to see in there? 
 Would there be a lot or a little? 
 Would it be something you shared or ate to yourself? 
 Would it be sweet, savoury (not sweet) or both? 
 What would be your favourite drink to have in there? 

 
Once again, using our trusty mind-map, show all the different foods that you 
would take in your basket. I think you could all easily think of 6 items, 
whatever your choice and a drink. 
 
Today – you are going to explore the use of commas. Commas are a very 
small piece of punctuation ( , ) that sit on the line and go between different 
words.  



You use a comma to separate items in lists. 
 
Have a look at this rather strange video provided by the BBC: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8x6cj6/articles/zxvcrdm  
After the shock from that weird video – use the following PowerPoint 
(attached) to have a go at applying commas into a variety of sentences.  
 
Once you have worked through the PowerPoint, your task is to write all of 
the food you would want to have in your picnic basket as a sentence using 
commas to separate your items. 
 

Reading 
 

Spend 10 minutes reading again using Rising Stars, or with a book of your 
own. 
 
Get your parent/sibling/grown-up to read to you! Can they do all the silly 
voices?  
 

Forest Schools 
 

Spend the afternoon outside in the sunshine! See attached a website full of 
different Forest themed activities that you can do.  
 
https://www.theschoolrun.com/diy-forest-school-activities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8x6cj6/articles/zxvcrdm
https://www.theschoolrun.com/diy-forest-school-activities


Magic 5: 

1) 18 + 2 =  
2) 20 - 18 =  
3) 16 + 11 = 
4) 25 – 7 =  
5) 10 x 2 = 

Number Square to 100: 

 
 



Flashback 4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 

1) = 
2) 12 – Bar model is a new model. The whole answer goes at the top, the two numbers that make 

that answer go in the sections beneath. The size of the section is relative to the size of the 
number. 

3) 13 
4) 8 
5) Bonus question – shape in the corner is a rectangle. 

 

 



Maths: Adding through partitioning 

5 questions today. Good luck! 

1) 12 + 26 =  

2) 14 + 25 =  

3) 23 + 33 =  

4) 26 + 22 =  

5) 35 + 34 =  

Phonics: Recap your sounds. 

 

 

 



Real or Alien Words? 
1. Sound button your words. 

2. Are they real or alien words? Show me in two different colours. 

Real word    Alien word 

 

told coat 
smoaf show 

Joe twoad 
snow shmode 
choke tomatoes 
noap note 

moeb blode 
grole troan 
cold roesh 

 


